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This document shows how Words Their Way: Word Study in Action works with
Scott Foresman Reading Street Common Core, at Grades K-5. Reading teachers
using the Reading Street program can supplement lessons with the corresponding
Words Their Way instruction. Not all Reading Street lessons will have an ideal match
to a Words Their Way lesson. A correlation document highlighting the possible
matches can be found at SavvasSchool.com/WTW , and select “Correlations and
Alignments.” Additionally, you may wish to customize the sequence of your
Words Their Way Student Books. Visit SavvasLearningSolutions.com/School/
custom-library for more information.
The heart of the Words Their Way program is the Sort, or the process of grouping
sounds and words into specific categories. In just 15-20 minute per day, this
approach fosters the progression of word knowledge, including the development
of phonics, spelling, and word recognition. The ready-made materials make word
study easy to implement and use in your classroom.
Students who use Words Their Way: Word Study in Action in conjunction with
Scott Foresman Reading Street Common Core will achieve a high degree of success in
all elements of reading.
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Reading Street Common Core
Grade 2, Unit 1, Week 3 • Phonics Lesson: Consonant Blends
Words Their Way: Word Study in Action
Letter Name • Sort 23: Consonant Blends pr, tr, dr, br
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Reading Street Common Core
Grade 2, Unit 1, Week 3 • Phonics Lesson: Consonant Blends
Introduce the phonics skill through
modeling and guided practice.
Practice the skill in isolation
and connected text.

Apply the skill in
decodable text.
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Words Their Way: Word Study in Action
Letter Name • Sort 23

Sort

23

Consonant Blends pr, tr, dr, br

Objectives

Pictures

• To identify the sounds of r-blends
pr

• To identify, differentiate, and sort pictures with pr, tr, dr, and
br blends

tr

princess
prize
prince
pretzel
present

Materials for Letter Name
Big Book of Rhymes, “Sack Race,” page 39

tray
track
triangle
tree
truck

dr

br

dragon
draw
dream
drill
drum

bread
brush
bridge
broom
bride

Introduce/Model the sort. The
teacher may introduce the sort by sharing
a poem from the Big Book of Rhymes…

Whiteboard Activities DVD-ROM, Sort 23
Teacher Resource CD-ROM, Sort 23 and Sack Race Game
Student Book, pages 89–92
Words Their Way Library, At the Track

Introduce/Model

Small Groups

• Read a Rhyme Read “Sack Race,” emphasizing the
words beginning with pr, tr, dr, and br. Write pr on the
board and tell children that /p/ and /r/ blend together.
Reread the poem, and have children raise their hands
when they hear the word that begins with pr. (prizes)
Continue in the same manner with tr, dr, and br.
(track, dream, Bravo)
• Model Use the whiteboard DVD or the CD picture
cards. Demonstrate how to sort the picture names by
their beginning consonant blend. Have children name
the pictures in the columns and identify the beginning
blend common to each word.

Practice the Sort

Independent/Partner

• Have children use the Student Book or whiteboard
DVD to name the pictures and use the grid to sort
the cards by beginning consonant blend.
• Have children check and explain their sorts.

Apply

Independent/Partner/Small Groups

• Read aloud the directions on Student Book p. 92.
Have children write letters and draw pictures of
things whose names begin like present, truck, dress,
and brick.

Bonus Words
prance
proud
prime
		

trap
trip
trot

drag
drip
drop
drug

bran
Brad
brag

Extend the Sort
Alternative Sort: What Is Alike?
Display twelve pictures and have children take
turns finding two or three that show things alike in
some way without telling how they are alike. Have
others guess their similarity.
Vocabulary

Building Vocabulary

Children may recognize a basic triangle, but make
sure they know that a triangle has three sides and
three angles. Draw different shapes on the board,
including triangles of varying side lengths and
angles, and have children identify the triangles.

Teacher Tip
To model blending, hold a d letter card in one
hand and an r letter card in the other. Have
children say the sounds for each letter. Then
move the cards together and have children blend
the sounds.

Bonus Words Activity
List the Bonus Words on the board. With children,
decode each word. Then ask children to use the
words in sentences.

• Game Allow time for children to play Sack Race,
which is on the CD.
• Little Book Read At the Track with children.
Have them identify words that begin with
consonant blends.
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…or by modeling
the sort using the
activity on the
Whiteboard DVD
or word cards
from the Teacher
Resource CD-ROM.
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Words Their Way: Word Study in Action
Letter Name • Sort 23 (continued)
Practice the sort. Use the Student Book
to practice sorting the words. Ask children
to explain their sorts.

Apply the sort.
Have students complete
the Writing Sort found in
the Student Book, and on
the Whiteboard DVD.
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Words Their Way: Word Study in Action
Letter Name • Sort 23 (continued)
Apply and reinforce the sort. Allow children time
to play the Sort Game found on the Teacher Resource CD-ROM.
Students may also use books from the Words Their Way libraries
to identify words used in the lesson and to practice fluency.
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